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Abstract 
A locally finite PG • PG*-geometry is a rank three incidence structure of points, lines and 
blocks, the block and dual point residues of which are {point,line}-systems of finite projective 
geometries and the line residues of which are generalized digons. We show that every locally 
finite thick PG. PG*-geometry satisfying two geometrical axioms (LL) and (T) is a truncation 
of a Dn- building. We also strongly restrict geometries atisfying (LL) and (T) over the more 
general diagram L. PG*. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
Keywords." Diagram geometries; Dn-buildings; truncations 
I. Introduction 
Consider a Dn-building over the type set {0, 1 . . . . .  n - 3 , - ,  +}, where - and + 
correspond to the (end) nodes of the fork of the Dn-diagram and 0, 1 . . . . .  n - 3 label 
the other nodes from left to right. We call upper 3-truncated Dn-buildin9 the trun- 
cation on {n - 3 , - ,  +} of such a building, that is the rank three geometry obtained 
by only keeping its elements of type n - 3, - or +. We give here a characterization 
of such truncated Dn-buildings in terms of l .  I_*-geometries satisfying some geomet- 
rical conditions. More precisely, we obtain the following result, where (LL) and (T) 
are defined below and where PG denotes the class of the {point,line}-truncations of 
projective geometries of finite rank ~>2: 
Theorem 1.1. Every locally finite thick PG.  PG*-geometry satisfyin9 (LL) and (T) 
is an upper 3-truncated Dn-buildin 9. 
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(LL) Any two points are incident with at most one line. 
(T) Any three pairwise collinear points are incident with some block. 
Dn-buildings have been studied a lot. Their truncations on {0, 1} are particular 
cases of polar spaces and their truncations on {- ,  +} are closely related to dual polar 
spaces (we refer to [9] for further information). Moreover, for 4<<,i<,n, their upper 
i-truncations, that is their truncations on {n-  i . . . . .  n -  4, n -  3 , - ,  +} have been char- 
acterized, up to quotients, by Ronan [21] as geometries over the diagram k (~'~)* •Ds-i, 
where k (~') denotes the class of all linear spaces admitting a finite spanning set of 
points and k (''n* the dual of that class. Let us also mention a characterization f the 
{0, 1 .. . . .  n - 3, -}-truncation of thin Dn-buildings in Huybrechts-Pasini [16]. 
The upper 3-truncated Dn-buildings are not considered in the above result of Ronan. 
Theorem 1.1 characterizes them in the finite thick case. The main step of our result 
consists in showing that every locally finite thick PG • PG*-geometry F satisfying (LL) 
and (Y) and which is not an k. A2-geometry can be erected into a rank 4 geometry 
~2(F) over the diagram k t~°)* . D3. Then we can apply the result of M. A. Ronan on 
these geometries and the conclusion follows from the fact that upper 4-truncations of 
finite thick Dn-buildings do not admit any proper quotient [20]. Note that the latter 
claim is also valid for upper i- truncated Dn-buildings, with i ~> 3, but is not necessarily 
true in the infinite or in the non-thick case (see Section 2.4 for further information). 
Our construction of ~2(F) from F does not require any finiteness or thickness as- 
sumption. However, in order to show that ~2(F) belongs to the diagram k {~'))* • D3, we 
use results on planar spaces that are known to be true only under these conditions. In 
particular, the following questions eem to be unsolved in the infinite case. (Note that 
these questions can be reduced to questions about projective spaces; see Section 5.3.) 
(Q1) Are rank three projective geometries the only thick PG. A2-geometries? 
(Q2) Are {point,line,plane}-truncations of projective geometries the only thick PG • PG- 
geometries? 
A positive answer to one of the above two questions would allow us to extend 
Theorem 1.1, up to quotients, to the infinite case (see Section 5.1 for more details). 
However, there is no hope to do the same for the non-thick case (even under some 
finiteness assumption) since, in that case, the diagram c. PG* has to be considered 
and there are other geometries over this diagram (see below). 
The assumption that (LL) holds in F can certainly not be removed from 
Theorem 1.1 since there are finite thick gluings over PG. PG* (note that such glu- 
ings are not quotients of 3-truncated D,,-buildings in view of the non-existence of such 
quotients in the thick case). 
Our construction of g2(F) from F is still valid in the more general context of k • PG*- 
geometries (here the block residues of the geometries are allowed to be any linear 
space). Starting from this observation, we obtain the following result, where for n >~3 
and for a prime power q>~ 1, PG,,(q) and 3-PG(n,q) (resp. AG,,(q) and 3-AG(n,q)) 
denote the {point,line}- and {point,line,plane}-truncations of the rank n projective (resp. 
affine) geometry of order q: 
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Theorem 1.2. Let q be a prime power ~ 1 and let n and s be integers. Then, lo t ,  >~ 3. 
ever)' L. PG*(q)-geometry F sati,sfving (LL )  and (T)  and having point order s can 
be erected into a rank 4 geomet O, f2(F) over {0, 1,2, 3} such that f2(F)o = 3-PG(n, q) 
and one of  the following holds +. 
(i) s = q and F is the upper 3-truncated Dn-building qf  order q or a proper quotient 
q[ it (the latter occurring only for  q = 1). 
(ii) s q 1. with q>~2 and F belongs to AGn(q)" PG*(q). In this case, ~'2(I)~ 
AG(3,q)  and for q>~3 (resp. q -- 2), Q(F)z is 3-AG(n,q) (resp. a c.  PGn l(2)- 
geometls'). 
(iii) s = 1. q 4 and F belongs to c.  PG*(4). In this case, f I(F);  = S(3,6,22) and 
[2(1"),_ is a c -PGn l( 4 )-geometo' (in particuhlr, jbr  n = 3, f2( F)2 ~- D( l'),, ). 
(iv) s = 2 ~ - 1 and q = 22~ ,[or some integer ~>~2. h7 this case. the resi~htes ~2(1)~ 
and f2(F)2 are respectively L. PG2(q)- and L. PGn l(q )-geometries with a poinl 
order s>~2 and a line order q=(s  4 1) 2. 
We refer to the Doyen-Hubaut Theorem (see Fact 2.2) for the case where 1 is an 
L. A2-geometry. We do not include that case in the statement of Theorem 1.2 since 
our construction of g?(F) from F does not work for it. 
Theorem 1.2 can be seen as a starting point for the study of / .  PG*-geometrics 
satisfying (LL) and (T). It can be pushed further under some more regularity assump- 
tions, but we do not consider this here. We now comment cases (ii)-(iv) of Theorem 
1.2. No example is known for cases (iii) and (iv) and it seems very unlikely that 
some geometry occurs in case (iv) since the question of the existence of the residue 
f2(F)~ occurring in that case is part of the famous open problem for locally ptojec- 
tive spaces of  the theorem of Doyen and X. Hubaut [11]. Moreover, the question of 
the existence of a geometry f2(F): is unsolved tbr cases (iii) with n>~4 and for case 
(iv). Case (ii) is not empty since, for q>~2, geometries over AGn(q) -PG*(q)  can 
be obtained from Dn-buildings by removing a geometric hyperplane from their natural 
{point, line}-space. 
The assumptions (LL) and (T) seem to be interesting in the context of  L- PG*- 
geometries since Theorem 1.2 has a lot of flag-transitive examples. This is even stronger 
for the particular case where s = 1 (that is, for c • PG*-geometries) ince it is shown in 
Huybrechts-Pasini [17] that every locally finite flag-transitive c .  PG*-geometry does 
satisfy (LL) and (T). Moreover, as a consequence of their classification result, no 
flag-transitive geometry occurs in case (iii) of Theorem 1.2 and every flag-transitive 
geometry occurring in case (ii) with q - 2 is necessarily obtained from a Dn-building 
by removing a hyperplane and truncating (with a unique geometry for ,>~4 and two 
geometries for n = 3). 
Wc give a sketch of our paper. Section 2 is organized as follows: we recall some 
definitions and notation on geometries in Section 2.1, we gather some results needed af- 
terwards on L. A2-geometries and planar spaces in Section 2.2, we state some easy lem- 
mas on L- L*-geometries in Section 2.3 and we consider upper truncated Dn-buildings 
in Section 2.4. In Section 3, we construct he geometry D(F) from I" and give a 
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diagram for it in Proposition 3.4. In Section 4, we show some results for rank 4 
diagrams occurring in Proposition 3.4 and deduce our main results. In Section 5, we 
discuss some generalizations of our theorems and we comment on some open problems 
on planar spaces related with our results. We also give a theorem of Baumeister-Pasini 
[3] that is closely related to our work and we observe that this result can also be ob- 
tained as a corollary of the theory developed here. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Notation and definitions 
We assume some knowledge of a few basic definitions and facts from the theory of 
diagram geometries (see, for instance, [6] or [19]). Note that every geometry is, by 
definition, assumed to be firm and connected. 
2.1.1. Truncations and erections 
Let F be a geometry over a set of types I. For any subset J of I, the J-truncation 
(or truncation on J )  of F is the subgeometry J -F  of F whose elements are those of 
F whose type is in J .  Let us mention that in the literature the term J-truncation is 
also used for what we would have called (I  \ J ) -  tnmcation. Let 1 - -  {0, 1 , . . . ,n -  1} 
for some positive integer n. If  J = {0, 1 . . . . .  k -  1} for some positive integer k<<.n, 
then we often replace J by k in the above notation. I f  J = {n - k, .. . .  n - 1 }, then we 
also call J -F  an upper k-truncation of F (or upper k-truncated 9eometry). 
An erection of a geometry F is a geometry such that F is a truncation of it. 
2.1.2. Thin 9eometries 
Following an idea of J. Tits, we consider geometries over a so-called field of or- 
der one. Therefore, we denote the thin rank n projective geometry by PG(n, 1), its 
{point,line}-truncation by PG,(1) and the thin Dn-building by Dn(1). Unless other- 
wise specified, a prime power is different from 1. However, in accordance with the 
above notation and in order to include thin geometries in our notation, we sometimes 
consider 1 as a prime power. 
2.1.3. Projective 9eometries and projective spaces 
We recall that the projective geometries of finite rank n do bijectively correspond 
to the geometries over the spherical diagram An. The {point,line}-truncation of such a 
geometry is called a projective space of dimension . We denote by PG the class of 
projective spaces of finite dimension >/2. 
It is easy to see that a finite thick An-geometry with n >t2 does admit orders, and 
so every finite thick member of PG does admit orders. 
We denote by PG(n,q) the n-dimensional projective geometry over the finite field 
of order q. 
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The planes of the projective spaces. Let A be a rank n>~3 projective geometry 
and let P = (~, ~)  be its associated projective space (where ~ and 5(' respectively 
denote its point set and line set). Then the planes of the projective geometry A can 
be reconstructed in its {point,line}-tmncation P as follows. A set of lines in P that 
are two by two secant is called a line clique of P. A line clique is said to be non- 
trivial if no point of P is incident with all of its lines. Let q/ denote the set of 
maximal non-trivial ine cliques of P. Clearly, the members of q/ are precisely the 
line sets of the planes of A, these sets being uniquely determined by any two of their 
members. Therefore, (~, LP, q/) provided with the natural incidence is isomorphic to 
the {point,line,plane}-truncation of A.
2.1.4. Properties (LL), (0, 1,all) and (T) 
Let F be a geometry with distinguished elements called points and lines. Two 
distinct points of F are said to be collinear if they have a common incident line. 
A set of pairwise collinear points of F is called a clique of the collinearity graph 
of F. A subspace of F is a set of points of F containing the point set of every 
line intersecting it in at least two points; such a line is called a line of the sub- 
space. A subspace is said to be trivial if it is included in the point set of some 
line. 
We recall that (LL) and (0,1,all) denote the following axioms: 
(LL) Any two points of F are incident with at most one line. 
(0,1,all) Every point of F collinear with at least two points of a line of F is collinear 
with every point of the line. 
When (LL) holds in a geometry, we often denote by ab the unique line incident 
with two collinear points a and b and we say that 'a point is on line', etc. instead 
of 'a point is incident with a line', etc. Property (0,1,all) is also called Gamma-space 
property. It is straightforward to see that, in a geometry F satisfying property (0,1,all), 
every maximal clique is a subspace. 
A triangle of F is a set of three pairwise collinear points which is not incident 
with any line. The condition (T) means the following for a geometry F having another 
distinguished type called block. 
(T) Any triangle of F is incident with some block of F. 
2.1.5. Linear spaces 
We recall that a linear space is a rank 2 geometry consisting of points and lines 
such that any two points are incident with exactly one line, any point is incident with 
at least two lines and any line with at least two points. We denote by L the class of all 
linear spaces. We shall consider the particular cases c, A2 and Af which, respectively, 
denote the class of linear spaces with line size two, the class of projective planes and 
the class of affine planes. We refer to Section 1 for the notation PG,(q), AG,(q) and 
k ~'~). Clearly, the class L ('°) does contain the class PG. 
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Let • be a linear space• We denote by Lf* its dual, that is the geometry obtained 
from 5~ p by permuting the role of its points and lines. We use the same convention for 
classes of linear spaces. 
2.1.6. Diagrams and type sets 
We shall need to consider diagrams for which, to our knowledge, there is no usual 
notation in the literature. Therefore, we introduce here a notation for diagrams which 
applies to them and generalizes those of linear diagrams appearing in Buekenhout- 
Pasini [8]. 
By default, every rank n diagram (or geometry) is over the type set {0, 1 . . . . .  n -  1}. 
This convention defines a natural ordering on the set of types of diagrams and allows 
us to assume that the types of a linear diagram label it in an increasing way from left 
to right. 
Let X (resp. Y) be a diagram (or a class of geometries) with type set I (resp. J )  
and let i E I (resp. j C J) .  We denote by Xi. Y/ the diagram of rank [ I [ + [ J  I -1  
obtained by identifying the /-node of X with the j-node of Y. We call such a diagram 
an Xi-extension of Y/. (The above definition can be easily generalized by replacing 
the types i and j by sets of types but we do not need it here.) We shall not mention 
the types i and j when they are respectively the last one of X and the first one of Y. 
Moreover, if the notation Xi may be confusing, we use (X)i instead, as for instance 
in (Dn)i. We do the same for Yj. 
For instance, k. L, k. A2 and k. L* denote respectively the following diagrams, 
and the diagrams (k • A2)1 . PG and (Aa)l • PG are rank 4 diagrams generalizing D4 
as follows. 
0 L I L 2 
L -L  ,~- -  , , 
0 L I 
L • A2 • • 
(! L I L" 2 
L .L"  _-. • ,, 
2 
(A3)~ PG 0 
-u 
ch 
IIC.~ 
0 L I 
(L . A2)1 • PG -- -- 
? 
Clearly, (A3)1 • PG and (Da)o. PG denote the same diagram. Therefore, by permut- 
ing the role of the types, this diagram can also be denoted by PG* • Da which is a 
particular case of the diagram k (~'~)* •D3 mentioned in Section 1. 
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We now introduce a notation for k.  PG*-geometries. Let F be an L. PG*-geometry 
and let a be a point of F. Then, by definition, F,T is isomorphic to the {point,line}- 
truncation of some rank n projective geometry A. Moreover, as said in Section 2.1.3, 
if n~>3, then the {point,line,plane}-truncation of A can be uniquely reconstructed 
from F* We denote this rank three truncation by PG,,. This notation comes from 
A. Pasini. 
We defined above a convention on the types of diagrams. However, it is sometimes 
more convenient o name types in a different way. For instance, we often use the 
terms points and lines instead of 0- and l-elements, we replace the types n - 2 and 
n - 1 of a Dn-geometry by - and + and we also use the term planes (resp. blocks) 
for the 2-elements of  an L • L- (resp. L. L*-) geometry. Moreover, for a geometry .'1 
occurring as a residue of  another geometry /2, it is sometimes more clear to use a 
natural vocabulary of A instead of the one inherited from f2. If we do so and if some 
confusion is possible, we use quotes for the natural vocabulary of A. For instance, 
given a point a of  an (L • A2)1 . PG-geometry, we use the terms 'points' and 'planes' 
of [2,, to refer to the 2- and 3-elements of  /2 that are in the truncated projective 
geometry f2,. 
2.1.7. Orders, local .finiteness, conneetedness and the sets Xi(S) 
For every set S of elements of a geometry F and for every type i of F, we denote 
by X,(S) the set of  all /-elements that are incident with some element of S. 
A geometry is said to be locally finite i f  all of its rank two residues are finite. 
We refer to Pasini [19] for the definition of the orders of a geometry with the 
restriction that every order is assumed to be finite. If  a geometry F has type set 
{point,line . . . .  }, we often use point order, line order, ... for the orders of that geometry. 
Moreover, if the residue of  every line of F is a generalized igon, it is straightlbrward 
to see that F has point order s if and only i f  every line of F is incident with exactly 
s + 1 points. 
Let X and Y be two classes of rank two geometries. Since every geometry is assumed 
to be connected, every X .  Y-geometry is residually connected, in particular, for any 
choice of  two types i and j ,  there is a path of type {i,j} connecting any two elements 
of the geometry. 
Lemma 2.1. The following hold.for a loeally.finite X .  Y-geometry F: 
(i) [[ ever 3' member of X has point order, then F has point order. 
(ii) [[ every member of X has line order and every member qfY  has point order, 
then F has line order. 
ProoL If (i) holds, then the point orders of the residues of two 2-elements of F having 
a common incident line are equal. Moreover, if  (ii) holds, then for a point p incident 
with a 2-element n of F, the line order of the residue F~ is equal to the 'point' order 
of the residue El,. It suffices to use the residual connectedness of F to conclude, i • 
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2.2. Planar spaces 
We recall here some results on planar spaces needed in Section 4. 
The following result is well-known (see, for instance, [10]). 
Fact 2.2. Any A2. L-geometry is the 3-truncation of some projective geometry of 
rank at least three. 
L • A2-geometries are strongly restricted by the following result (see also Lemma 5.1 ). 
Fact 2.3 (Doyen-Hubaut [11]). Let F be an k.A2-geometry hav&g order (s,t,t). 
Then one of the following holds. 
(i) F is a finite rank 3 affine or projective geometry, 
(ii) t = (s+ 1) 2 or ( s+ 1) 3 +(s+ 1). 
In fact, further estrictions can be brought on the parameters ( , t) of the geometry 
(see [14]), but we do not need them here. We recall that every L. A2-geometry of order 
(1,4, 4) is isomorphic to the triple Steiner system S(3, 6, 22) (see [12]). Moreover, for 
the other values of the parameters ( ,t) of Fact 2.3(ii), the question of the existence 
of such geometries i still open. 
As a particular case of the above result, the following holds. 
Lemma 2.4. Every locally finite thick PG. A2-geometry is a finite rank 3 projective 
geometry. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 and since every finite thick member of PG has orders, a geom- 
etry as in the statement has orders. Therefore the statement follows from Fact 2.3 and 
the fact that for a finite projective space admitting orders, its point order necessarily 
divides its line order. [] 
We now look at the particular case of the Doyen-Hubaut theorem where all point 
residues are Desarguesian. We first say a few words on maximal arcs. We recall that 
a non-empty subset S of a projective plane ~ is called a maximal arc of degree d 
if there is a positive integer d such that any line of ~ intersects S in 0 or d points. 
In a projective plane of order q, a maximal arc of degree 1, q or q + 1 is said to be 
trivial. (In this case, it is easy to see that S is respectively a point, an affine plane or 
the projective plane itself.) 
The following result generalizes a result of Thas [22] and proves an old conjecture 
of him. 
Fact 2.5 (Ball et al. [1]). For q odd, any maximal arc of PG(2,q) is trivial. 
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There is a well-known connection between L- A2-geometries F of  order (s, t, t) and 
maximal arcs, namely for every point x of F and every plane n not incident with x in 
F, the set of  lines incident with x and some point of n forms a maximal arc of  degree 
s + 1 in the residual projective plane F,. Therefore, the following statement is an easy 
consequence of Facts 2.3 and 2.5 and of the uniqueness result of [12]. 
Proposition 2.6. Let q be a prime power and let F be an k. PG(2,q)-geomet O, with 
point order s for some positive inteyer s. Then one of the followin9 holds'. 
(i) s = q and F = PG(3,q). 
(ii) s = q -  1 and F = AG(3,q). 
(iii) (s,q) = (1,4) and F is the Steiner triple system S(3,6 ,22) Jor  M22. 
(iv) s = 2 ~ - 1 and q = 22~ for some inteyer c~>~2 (no known 9eometo'). 
We refer to [19, Exercise 7.1] for the following result. 
Fact 2.7. A thick Af.  PG-geometry havin,q orders & the 3-truncation of some affine 
9eometry of rank at least three. 
2.3. k. k*-geometries with (LL) and (T) 
2.3.1. Some 9eneralities 
In this paper, we shall freely use the results stated in the present section. 
We recall that for an L. k*-geometry F, the condition (LL) is equivalent o the 
Intersection Property (IP) (see, for instance, Pasini [19]). In particular, the following 
hold for F satisfying (LL): 
(i) I f  two points of a line are incident with a plane, then the line is incident with the 
plane. 
(ii) Distinct planes of  f have at most one line in common. In particular, the planes 
of f may be identified with their point set. 
Lemma 2.8. Let f be an t .  L*-geometry satisfyin9 (LL) and (T). Then, for every 
triangle J- of F, there is a unique block incident with .Y-, this block being incident 
with every line containin9 two points of ~. In particular, lines incident with two 
points of a triangle have a common block. As a consequence, F satisfies properO, 
(O,l,all) and, in particular, every maximal clique o f f  is a subspace. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward. [] 
2.3.2. About an assumption of Section 3 
The following statement is not necessary for the understanding of  the present paper. 
It makes observed that an assumption of Section 3 only excludes the case of k • A2- 
geometries from our work. 
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Lemma 2.9. Let F be an k. PG*-geometry satisfying (LL) and (T). I f  a point 
residue of F is" a projective plane, then every point residue of F is a projective plane. 
As a consequence, ither F is an k. A2-geometry or all of its dual point residues are 
projective spaces of dimension at least three. 
Proof. Let x be a point of F such that Fx is a projective plane, let y be a point 
collinear with x and let n be a block containing x and y. In F~, there is a line which 
is not incident with n. Therefore there is a point z in F which is collinear with x and 
not incident with re. However, by assumption, Fx is a projective plane, and so z is 
collinear with every point of n. In particular, z is collinear with y, and for every point 
u of n distinct from y, the set {z, y, u} is a triangle of F. Therefore, by Lemma 2.8, 
the line yz has the property that every line of n through y has a common block with 
it, and so Fy is a projective plane. It suffices to use the residual connectedness of F 
to conclude that every point residue of F is a projective plane. [] 
2.4. Upper truncated Dn-buildings 
2.4.1. Quotients of upper truncated Dn-buildings 
Quotients are defined as usually (they are called 2-quotients in Pasini [19]) and from 
here on, unless otherwise specified, 'quotient' means 'proper quotient'. 
It is well-known that the Dn-buildings do not admit any quotient. However, as 
noticed in Buekenhout-Pasini [8, Sections 4.6.1, 4.5.5], some upper i-truncated Dn- 
buildings may admit quotients. We now show that this does not occur in the finite 
thick case. Our proof is based on the two following statements. 
Fact 2.10 (Brouwer-Cohen [5, Lemma 5]). Let s be an integer >~2. Suppose that S 
is a finite regular connected graph with the .following properties. 
(i) The valency of S is a multiple ors. 
(ii) Jbr any two vertices x and y of S, the cardinality of the set of elements at 
distance one from x and at distance d(x, y) - 1 (resp. d(x, y) + 1) from y is 
congruent at 1 (resp. O) modulo s. 
Then, for every automorphism g of S, there is a vertex x of S such that g(x) is 
either equal to x or collinear with x. 
Fact 2.11 (Pasini [20]). Let A be a Dn-building and let F be the upper i-truncation 
of A, for some i >>- 3. Then every quotient of F is obtained by factorizing over some 
subgroup of Aut(A). Moreover, ever)' such a group residually defines a quotient. 
Proof. F as well as its rank ~> 3 residues are simply connected since F is a truncation 
of A, which has the same properties (see [19, Proposition 12.55]) and since a truncation 
of a geometry inherits the simple connectedness from the geometry (see [19, Exercice 
12.23]). Since F is simply connected, every quotient of it is obtained by factorizing 
over some subgroup of Aut(F) (see [19, Theorem 12.56]). Moreover, such a group 
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residually defines a quotient in view of [19, Corollary 12.57] and since all of its rank 
~>3 residues are simply connected. Finally, Aut (F )= Aut(A) since it is well-known 
that A can be recovered from its truncation F. [] 
Fact 2.12 (Pasini [20]). For i>>,3, the upper i-truncation o/a.finite thick Dn-buildin~] 
does not admit any quotient. 
Proof. Let A be a finite Dn-building of order q, with q>~2 and let F be its upper i- 
truncation. By Fact 2.11, every quotient of F is obtained by factorizing over a subgroup 
G of Aut(F). Since G defines a quotient of  f', no two elements of type + (resp. - ) 
in the same orbit of  G have an incident (n - 3)-element in common. This condition 
implies that the identity is the only element of G fixing a +-element. For indeed, 
assume that there is an element g of G fixing some +-element X of F. Since any two 
elements of type-  in the residue of X have an incident (n 3)-clement in common, 
the element 9 fixes also every element of type - which is incident with X. There[ore. 
in view of the connexity of F, the element g fixes the { - ,  +}-truncation of F, that is 
~/ is the identity. 
Let C(l') be the collinearity graph associated to F by taking as points thc +-elements 
of  F and as lines the (n - 3)-elements of F. Since every line of F is incident with 
q + 1 points, the valency of C(F) is a multiple of q. Therefore, by using well-known 
properties of  Dn-geometries (see, for instance, Huybrechts [13]), it is not difficult to 
see that C(F)  satisfies the assumptions of Fact 2.10 with s = q. On the other hand. 
we showed above that every non-trivial element ,q of G induces an automorphism ,~/ 
of C(F) with the property that for every x E C(F), the image ~(x) is distinct froln x 
and non collinear with x. However, by Fact 2.10, such an element ~ does not exist, 
and so G is reduced to the identity. I2 
2.4.2. A result of M. A. Ronan 
We recall here a theorem of Ronan [21] (see also [8, Theorem 4.6.2]). 
Fact 2.13. For i>~4, ever), k I~'')* • Di_l-geometo' is a (possibly improper) quotient 
q/ an upper i-truncated Dn-building, jor some n >~ i. 
2.4.3. Examples of PG • PG*-geometries 
Denote by D,,(q) the Dn-building of order q and by D~(q) its upper 3-truncation. 
Clearly, D["(q) has diagram PGn- l (q ) '  PG* l(q). Moreover, by using well-known 
properties of Dn-geometries ( ee, for instance, Huybrechts [13]), it is easy to see that 
Di~,;(q) satisfies (LL) and (T). 
We now say a few words on quotients. The following is easy to show. 
Lemma 2.14. Let F be an I .  L*-geometrv and let G be a subgroup of  Aut(F). Then 
G defines a quotient of F if and only if the Jollowing holds': 
(C) no two elements of type 0 or 2 (resp. 1) in the same orbit of G hal~e an incident 
l-element (resp. element) in common. 
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By Fact 2.12, for q~>2, D~r(q) does not admit any quotient. On the contrary, DWr(1) 
admits a lot of quotients, even flag-transitive ones (we refer to [2] for further infor- 
mation). In Huybrechts-Pasini [16], it is mentioned that a subgroup G of Aut(D,(1)) 
defines a quotient of the (n -  1)-truncation of Dn(1 ) if and only if it satisfies the fol- 
lowing condition: (Q) the non-trivial elements of G are involutions fixing each pair 
of collinear points of D,(1), with at least 4 non-trivial orbits on the set of points of 
D,(1). Clearly, there are a lot of such subgroups. Moreover, any of them defines a 
quotient of D,Vr(1) since condition (Q) is stronger than condition (C). 
Some of the quotients of D[r(1) do satisfy (LL) and (T). For instance, for n ¢ 4 
(resp. n ¢ 6) and n even, the one obtained by factorizing over the center of the 
Coxeter group of type Cn satisfies property (LL) (resp. (T)). Note that, when n -- 4, 
this quotient is in fact a gluing (of two circles of size 4). 
Some flat PG • PG*-geometries can be obtained by the gluing procedure since some 
projective spaces admit a parallelism (see Buekenhout-Huybrechts-Pasini [7]). Property 
(LL) fails to hold although (T) holds in these geometries. In view of Fact 2,12, when 
the glued spaces are finite and thick, then the glued geometry is not a quotient of an 
upper 3-truncated Dn-building. 
3. Construction of a rank 4 geometry 
From here on, F is an 1. PG*-geometry satisfying (LL) and (T). We assume more- 
over that every dual point residue of F is a projective space of dimension at least three. 
By Lemma 2.9, this assumption only excludes the case where F is an L • Aa-geometry 
and the latter has been studied a lot (see [10]). 
In this section, we show that such a geometry F can be erected into a rank 4 
geometry over the diagram (L-A2)1. PG. We recall that we freely use facts from 
Section 2.3.1 and we refer to Section 2.1.6 for the notation PGa. 
3.1. Maximal cliques of 1" 
In this section, we consider cliques of the collinearity graph of F and we call them 
cliques ofF. Since, by assumption, all projective spaces occurring as dual point residues 
of F have dimension at least three, it is easy to see that the point set of every block 
of F is a maximal clique of F. We first construct another kind of maximal clique of 
F and we show in Lemma 3.2 that there are no other of them. 
Lemma 3.1. For every point a of F and every maximal non-trivial ine clique £P of 
F*, Xo(~) is a maximal clique of F which is not incident with any block of F. 
Proof. First observe that no block of F is incident with X0(Lf) since, by definition, no 
block of F, is incident with ~.  Moreover, the points of Xo(£~ a) are pairwise collinear. 
Indeed, it is easy to see that for any pair of points of Xo(£,¢), there is a block of Fa* 
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containing them, and so these two points are collinear since the block residues of F 
are linear spaces. 
The maximality of X0(50) follows from that of &o. Indeed, for every point b of F 
distinct from a and such that b UX0(50) is a clique of F, the line ab has a common 
block with every line of 50. As a consequence, by the maximality of the set L/), the 
line ab is in 5 °, and so the point b is in X0(50). [] 
Lemma 3.2. Let X be a maximal clique of F which is not incident with any block 
of F. Then for every point a of X, there is a unique maximal non-trivial ine clique 
50 of F* such that X = Xo(50). 
Proof. Let £*0 be the set of lines of F through a and intersecting X in a second point. 
By definition, the points of X are pairwise collinear but not all contained in a block, 
and so the lines of 50 are pairwise in a block but not all contained in a block. It easily 
follows from the maximality of X that the set L,a is maximal for the property 'any 
two lines are in a block', and so 50 is a maximal non-trivial ine clique of F~*. 
Since every maximal clique is a subspace, every point on a line of 50 is in 3', that 
is X = X0(~). The uniqueness of 50 immediately follows from property (LL). ~ 
3.2. Construction of new elements & F 
The maximal cliques of F that are not incident with any block of F are called 
new-elements of F. 
Lemma 3.3. Every triangle of F is contained in a unique new-element of F. 
Proof. Let {a,b,e} be a triangle of F. Then, the lines ab and ac are 'secant' in the 
projective geometry PGa, and so they are contained in a unique maximal non-trivial 
line clique. The statement immediately follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. 
3.3. Construction of an erection of F 
We associate to F a rank 4 structure f2(F) as follows. The 0-, 1- and 2-elements of 
~(F) are those of F, the 3-elements of O(F) are the new-elements of F. Incidence is 
defined as follows: a new-element X of F is said to be incident with all of its points 
and with every line (resp. block) of F having (at least) two points in common with 
it, the other incidences being the ones inherited from F. We shall also use the terms; 
points, lines, blocks and new-elements for the elements of f2(F) and we shall say that 
'elements are incident' without specifying 'in F'  or 'in f2' since this is not ambiguous 
Note that by construction, F is the 3-truncation of 12(F). 
Proposition 3.4. 12(F) is a residually connected geometry over ( l .  A2)1 • PG such 
that for every point a of F, the residue f2(F), is the 3-truncation of the projectiw' 
geometry naturally associated to the projective space F*. Moreover, jbr every block 
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and for every new-element 3' incident with ~, the point set of the residue 12(F)~,.~ 
is a non-trivial sub,pace of the linear space F~ and the line set of that residue 
does correspond to the set of lines of that subspace. In particular, [2(F) beIonys to 
(PG • A2)1 • PG if F has diagram PG PG* 
Proof. Since all non-trivial subspaces of members of PG are members of PG, the last 
statement is a direct consequence of the first ones. 
By construction, a 2- and a 3-element of f2(F) are incident if they have (at least) 
two points in common. Moreover, they are both subspaces of F since they are both 
maximal cliques of F. Therefore, it is easy to see that any two elements in the residue 
of a line are incident. 
Let a be a point of f2. Then, by construction, the {2, 1}-truncation of f2(F), is 
F*, that is the {point,line}-truncation of a projective geometry A of rank n>~3. We 
now show that the structure f2(F), is the {point,line,plane}-truncation PG, of A. By 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, the new-elements incident with a bijectively correspond to the 
maximal non-trivial ine cliques of F*, that is to the planes of A (see Section 2.1.3). 
In other words, the 'planes' of f2(F)~ may be identified to those of PG~. Moreover, 
these two geometries are isomorphic since the incidence between the 'planes' of 12(F), 
and its other elements can be rewritten in terms of f2(F), by using the following: (i) 
a line of f2(F)~ is incident with a new-element ~ of f2(F) if and only if it belongs 
to the line clique of E* associated to 3" in Lemma 3.2; (ii) a new-element of (2(F) 
is incident with a block of f2(F) if and only if they have a common incident line. 
The connectedness (resp. firmness) of O(F) follows from the one of F and from 
those of the geometries PG~, where a is a point of F (note that PGu is firm and well- 
defined since F,* is a projective space of dimension at least three). 
We now show that the residues of flags of type {2,3} of f2(F) are linear spaces. 
Let ~ and Y be as in the statement and let Y be the set of points incident with ~ and 
3". Then Y is the intersection of the point sets of c~ and W, which are both subspaces 
of F. Therefore Y is a subspace of F and in particular it is also a subspace of F~ 
since it is included in that residue. Moreover, by definition of the incidence, a line of 
F is incident with c~ and 3 + if and only if it has at least two points in Y, and so the 
set of lines of f2(F)~j does correspond with the set of lines of the subspace Y. Since 
f2(F) is firm, the subspace Y is non-trivial. This shows the second statement and the 
fact that the residue f2(F)~,.~t is a linear space. At this stage, it has been shown that 
the structure f2(F) belongs to the diagram of the statement and it is straightforward to
see that I2(F) is indeed a geometry. Moreover, this geometry is residually connected 
since its residues of cotype 0, 2 or 3 are connected (for indeed, they are structures 
over the diagram k. k whose 2-truncation is a linear space). [] 
4. Proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 
Proposition 3.4 tums our problems concerning rank three geometries into problems 
about rank 4 geometries having matroids as rank three residues and the latter problems 
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are easier to solve in view of the rich structure of such rank 4 geometries. In this 
Section, we first discuss the rank 4 problems and next we deduce our main results. 
4.1. Some rank 4 results 
The rank 4 diagrams occurring in Proposition 3.4 contain the diagram k. A2. More- 
over, the k. Az-geometries are strongly restricted in the finite case under some regu- 
larity assumptions (see Section 2.2). In the present Section, we use this as a basis for 
our rank 4 study, and so we make similar assumptions on the geometry we consider. 
Proposition 4.1. Every locally finite thick (PG. 1A2 )1" PG-geometw g2 is an (A3)1 PG- 
geometry. 
Proofl Clearly, every residue of cotype 3 of  ~2 is a locally finite thick PG.  A2- 
geometry. Therefore, by Lemma 2.4, it is a rank 3 projective geometry. In particular, 
f2 belongs to (A3)1 ' PG. [] 
Proposition 4.2. Let q be a prhne power >~ l, let n be an integer >~2 and let ~2 he a 
geometw o~,er (k.  A2)1 • PGn(q). I f  f2 has point order s, then one q/ the jbllowin,q 
holds. 
(i) s -  q and 0 belongs to the diagram PG(3, qH.  PGn(q). 
(ii) s - q - l (with q>~2) and ~2 belongs to AG(3, q)I . PGn(q). 
(iii) s 1, q = 4 and (2 belongs to $(3,6,22)1 - PGn(q). 
(iv) s = 2 ~ 1, q = 22~ for some integer ~>~2. 
Proof. It is straightforward to see that every residue of cotype 3 has order (s,q,q). 
Clearly, if q = 1, then s = 1, and so (i) holds. If q>~2, then every projective plane 
occurring as a residue of type {1,2} of [' is Desarguesian since it occurs as a plane 
residue of a rank >~3 thick projective geometry, and so the conclusion tbllows from 
Proposition 2.6. [] 
The geometries over PG(3, q ) I .  PG are classified by Fact 2.13 since this diagram 
is a particular case of the diagram L w')*. D3 (up to a permutation of the types). 
Geometries over AG(3, q) l "  PGn(q) can be obtained from Dn_2-buildings by remov- 
ing a geometric hyperplane (of their natural point-line space) and by truncating on 
{n-  4 ,n -  3 , - ,+} .  In these geometries, Q2 is 3-AG(n + 1,q). This holds more gen- 
erally for every AG(3, q)I  • PGn(q)-geometry with q~>3 since the residue Q2 of such 
a geometry f2 belongs to Af .  PGn(q) which characterizes 3-AG(n + l,q) for q>~3 
(see Fact 2.7). For q = 2, the situation is different since there is at least another 
geometry over c .  PGn(2) (see Section 5.3.3) and since the question of the classifi- 
cation of such geometries is still open. There is no known example over diagrams 
(iii) or (iv) of Proposition 4.2. In case (iv), the residues f22 and •3 are respectively 
L- PGn(q)- and L. PG2(q)-geometries with 'point' order s and in case (iii) [22 is a 
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c.  PGn(4)-geometry. Therefore, except for case (iii) with n = 2, where ~"~2 is known 
to be S(3, 6, 22) (see Section 2.2), there are still some open questions for these residues 
(see Section 1 for more information). 
4.2. Proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 
Let F be as in Theorem 1.I. We may assume that F is not an L-A2-geometry 
since, in that case, Theorem 1.1 is known to be true (see Fact 2.4). Therefore, by 
Proposition 3.4, F can be erected into a (PG • A2)1 • PG-geometry. It is easy to see 
that every linear space with thick lines is thick. Therefore, every L. L-geometry has 
the same property, and in particular, if a thick linear space is erected into an L . / -  
geometry, such a geometry is necessarily thick. From this observation, it follows that 
the geometry I2(F) inherits the thickness and the local finiteness from F. As a conse- 
quence, Theorem 1.1 immediately follows from Proposition 4.1 and Facts 2.13 and 2.12 
(with i = 4). 
Let now F be as in Theorem 1.2. Then, by Proposition 3.4, F can be erected into a 
geometry I2(F) having point order s and belonging to the diagram (L. A2)1 • PGn-l(q).  
As a consequence, O(F) is given by one of the cases (i)-(iv) of Proposition 4.2 and 
the residues for cases (ii)--(iv) have been described at the end of Section 4.1. Therefore, 
it suffices to treat case (i) to conclude. 
Assume thus that f2(F) belongs to PG(3,q)l • PG. Then, by Fact 2.13, Q(F) is a 
(possibly improper) quotient of an upper 4-truncation of the Dn-building D,(q). By 
Fact 2.12, no quotient exists for q~>2. Moreover, by Fact 2.11, it is easy to see that 
if Q(F) is a proper quotient of the upper 4-truncation of Dn(1), then F is a quotient 
of the upper 3-truncation of D,(1). Therefore (i) of Theorem 1.2 holds. 
5. Comments 
5.1. About Theorem 1.1 
Proposition 3.4 suggests the following question about rank 4 geometries: 
(Q) Does every thick (PG • A2)1 • PG-geometry belong to (A3)1 • PG ? 
This question is solved in the finite case (see Proposition 4.1). Since we do not 
know the answer to question (Q) in the infinite case, we restrict ourselves to the finite 
case for Theorem 1.1. However, by Proposition 3.4 and Fact 2.13, a positive answer 
to question (Q) would allow us to extend Theorem 1.1 to the infinite case. 
Since the residues of cotype 3 and 2 of a (PG. A2)1  • PG-geometry are respectively 
over the diagrams PG. A2 and PG. PG, question (Q) yields to the questions (Q1) 
and (Q2) given in Section 1. Moreover, a positive answer to one of these questions 
would give a positive answer to question (Q). 
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5.2. About Theorem 1.2 
In Theorem 1.2, we ask that there is a projective space PG,(q) such that every dual 
point residue of F is isomorphic to it. However, if F is locally finite, this assumption 
is not necessary: we shall see in Proposition 5.3 that it is an easy consequence of the 
other ones. Note also that, by Lemma 2.1, the assumption that F has point order only 
asks that the linear spaces occurring as block residues of F have orders. We first need 
some easy results on the orders of t_. A2- and (1_. A2)1 • PG-geometries. 
Lemma 5.1. A locally finite I .  A2-geometry havin9 a point order has orders. 
Proof. Let F be a locally finite L. A2-geometry having a point order s. Since a pro- 
jective plane having a point order has a line order, it suffices to show that F has a 
plane order. Therefore, by Lemma 2.1, it suffices to show that every projective plane 
occurring as point residue of F has orders. Assume that there is a point p of F such 
that Fp does not have orders. In this case, there are at least 4 lines in Fp and there is 
a plane n incident with all of them but one, say L. In particular, there are two disjoint 
lines M and N in n. Moreover, every point of F is incident with either n or L since', 
any two points of an I_ • l--geometry are collinear. Let x be a point distinct from p on 
L. By a well-known property of I_. l--geometries, there is a plane ~ (resp. 13) incident 
with x and M (resp. N) and intersecting n in M (resp. N). However, since Fx is a 
projective plane, the planes c~ and 13 have a second common point, a contradiction. El 
Lemma 5.2. Let £2 be a locally finite residually connected (L. A2)1 - PG-yeometry 
havin9 point order s. Then f2 belonos to (L. A2)1 . PGn(q) for some inteyer n>~2 
and some prime power q >7 1. 
Proof. By definition of f2, every residue of cotype 3 of 12 is an L. A2-geometry with 
'point' order s, and so it has orders by Lemma 5.1. In particular, every residue of 
type { 1,2} has orders. Therefore, by Lemma 2.1, every residue of cotype 0 has block 
order, and so, by Fact 2.2, it is isomorphic to 3-PG(k,q) for some integer k and some 
prime power q ~> 1. In particular, it has block and line order q. Therefore f2 has the 
same property in view of its residual connectedness and the fact that every residue 
of cotype 0 has also line and block orders. It is straightforward to see that an L. L- 
geometry having point and line orders has orders. Therefore, every residue of cotype 
0 or 2 of f2 has orders, and so, in view of its residual connectedness, (2 has orders. 
In particular, there is an integer k such that every residue of type {2,3} belongs 1o 
PGk(q). [] 
Proposition 5.3. Let F be a locally finite I ' .  PG*-geometry satisfyin9 (LL) and (T). 
Assume moreover that F does not belong to L. A2 and has point order s. Then 
F belongs to I_. PG*(q) for some prime power q>~l and some integer n>~3. ,rn 
particular, the statement of Theorem 1.2 holds for F. 
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Proof .  It is straightforward to see that the 2-truncation of an A2 • PGn(q)-geometry is 
PG,,+l(q). Therefore, the conclusion follows from Proposition 3.4 and Lemma 5.2. 
5.3. About questions (Q1) and (Q2) 
5.3.1. Some generalities 
As mentioned above, the investigation of questions (Q1) and (Q2) could be one 
way to extend Theorem 1.1 to the infinite case. We now say a few words on these 
questions. 
A first observation is that these questions can be reduced to questions about projective 
spaces since the following holds. 
Lemma 5.4. The {point, line}-truncation of a PG • L-geometry is a projective space. 
Moreover, every plane of such a geometry is a projective subspace of dimension at 
least two of that projective space. 
Proof. It is well-known that the {point,line}-truncation of an L- 1-geometry is a linear 
space. Moreover, for a PG • k-geometry F, such a truncation satisfies Pasch's axiom 
since every plane residue of F does satisfy it and since it is easy to see that every 
Pasch's configuration is incident with some plane of F. Therefore the first statement 
holds and the second one is an easy consequence of the first one. [] 
Note that a PG. k-geometry is not necessarily the {point,line,plane}-truncation of a 
rank ~> 3 projective geometry (see the construction of the missed projective spaces of 
Delandtsheer [10, p.197]). 
By Lemma 5.4, (Q1) is equivalent to the following problem. 
Problem 1. Does there exist a projective space P of dimension greater than three 
and provided with a collection ~ of subspaces of dimension at least two having the 
following properties? 
(i) Every plane of P is contained in a unique member of c~. 
(ii) Any two members of Z are either disjoint or have a common line. 
Since the point residues of a PG • A2-geometry are projective planes, question (Q1) 
yields to the following problem. 
Problem 2. Does there exist a projective space P of dimension greater than two and 
provided with a collection ~ of subspaces of dimension at least one having the fol- 
lowing properties? 
(i) Every line of P is contained in a unique member of cg. 
(ii) Any two members of ~ have a common point. 
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Every projective space P of dimension at least three has a natural structure of rank 
three matroid since the planes of  a rank ~>3 projective geometry can be uniquely re- 
constructed from its {point,line}-truncation. However, we recalled above that if P is 
of dimension at least 4, it does not possess a unique structure of  rank three matroid. 
Question (Q2), which is equivalent o the following problem, asks for a characteriza- 
tion of  the natural one. 
Problem 3. Does there exist a projective space P provided with a collection '4 ol" 
subspaces of dimension at least two, but not all of them of dimension two, having the 
following properties? 
(i) Every plane of P is contained in a unique member of  %. 
(ii) For every point p of  P, the set of lines of  P through p provided with the set of 
members of  ~ through p has the structure of a projective space. 
5.3.2. The finite case 
In the finite case, both questions (Q1) and (Q2) have a positive answer. For (Q1), 
this is shown in Lemma 2.4 and for (Q2), this is a consequence of the following result. 
Lemma 5.5. Eveo, finite thick geometry over PG.  PG is' the 3-truncation ~?/ some 
pro/ective ,qeometo'. In particular, such a geometry belongs to A2 • PG. 
Proof. Let F be a finite thick geometry over PG.  PG. By Lemma 2.1 and since all 
finite thick members of  PG have orders, the geometry F has point order s and line 
order m for some integers s and m. Moreover, if a finite thick projective space is not 
a projective plane, then it is Desarguesian, and so its point order is a prime power and 
its line order is never a prime power. 
Therefore, the following hold. If m is a prime power, then the plane residues of  1 
are projective planes (that is, F belongs to A2 • PG). If m is not a prime power, then 
the point residues of F are projective planes (that is F is a thick PG • A2-geometry 
with order (s,m,m)). The conclusion follows then from Fact 2.2 and Lemma 2.4. I 
5.3.3. The thickness assumption 
Without the thickness assumption, both (Q1) and (Q2) have a negative answer, since 
in that case the diagrams c • A2 and c.  PG have to be considered and other geometries 
are known over these diagrams. Finite geometries over c .  Az are classified. They are 
three of them: PG(3, 1), AG(3, 2) and S(3, 6, 22). For n ~> 3, two c.  PGn(2)-geometries 
are known: 3-AG(n + 1,2) as well as a geometry constructed by Teirlinck (see [10, 
Section 4.4]). Note that the question of the classification of c.  PG-geometries i still 
open, even in the finite case. Moreover, other PG - PG-geometries without orders can be 
constructed from degenerate projective spaces. Let us also mention a free construction 
of infinite e.  Az-geometry by Beutelspacher and Cameron [4]. Therefore the situation 
in the non-thick case is quite different and more difficult. 
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5.4. Another related problem on matroids 
Until now, we discussed problems motivated by Theorem 1.1. More generally, 
Proposition 3.4 suggests the following question: 
Given a class £,~ of linear spaces, what are all possible ways to erect it into a three- 
dimensional matroid over a diagram L. PG and what are the possibilities for the class 
of the two-dimensional subspaces of that matroid? 
At this stage, it is worth to recall that without any flag-transitivity assumption, the 
question of the classification of the finite k • PG-geometries i still open. 
5.5. L. k*-geometries with (LL), (T) and (T*) 
Let (T*) denote the axiom (T) where the role of points and blocks has been inter- 
changed. The following result is a corollary of a result of Baumeister and Pasini [3] 
on C2 • 1-geometries. 
Proposition 5.6. Every I_. t.*-geometrysatisfyin 9 (LL), (T) and (T*) is a (possibly 
improper) quotient of an upper 3-truncated Dn-building. 
Note that the assumption (T*) cannot be removed from the above statement. For 
indeed, there are other k. I_*- geometries satisfying (LL) and (T) than the ones of the 
above statement, notably the special Laguerre planes over c .  Af* (see, for instance, 
[15]), two geometries over c • AG* (see [18]) and the family of AG • PG*-geometries 
mentioned in Section 1. 
We now give a sketch of a proof of Proposition 5.6. By defining a non-trivial ine 
clique of a linear space in a similar way as for projective spaces, it is straightforward to 
see that Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 as well as the existence part of Lemma 3.3 are still valid 
for every I.. k*-geometry F satisfying (LL) and (T). Therefore, every triangle of F is 
contained in at least one maximal clique of F which is not incident with any block of 
F. We associate to every such a clique X a subgeometry F(X) of F whose points, 
lines and blocks are respectively the points of X, the lines of F intersecting X in at 
least two points and the blocks of F containing a triangle of &r. Then, F(X) belongs 
to k. L. Moreover, under the additional assumption that F satisfies (T*), it is easy to 
see that F(X) is an A3-geometry. Therefore, the block residues of F are projective 
spaces (for indeed, every Pasch's configuration of a block of F is contained in some 
subgeometry F(X) of F), and so in view of the symmetry, F belongs to PG • PG*. 
Therefore the conclusion follows from the arguments of the proof of Theorem 1.1 
since, when F does not belong to I .  A2, it is easy to see that the geometries F(X) 
we have defined are exactly the residues in f2(F) of the new-elements of F. 
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